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A multi-disciplined design studio
in Eastern Ontario committed to
the success of your business.
Make Evolving Media your
strategic partner, a
Canadian Company,
since 1995.

Anchore d in Tradition

It’s always a
pleasure working with a
new client.

Since 1995

Introducing Aliments Desautels
Foods Inc., a Federally Incorporated and
inspected meat processing plant in Eastern
Ontario with more than a quarter century of
expertise.
The assignment: Design, develop and host a
Marketing Portal to promote their business
to new potential clientele. Write promotional
text, company history profiles and for unique
features within the site. A series of new
photographs were taken on location by
Jeff Poissant. A real team effort. visit:
www.desautelsfoods.com
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Evolving Media Chronicles is our new magazine celebrating almost a
quarter of a century working with entrepreneurs, businesses, government
and organizations of all sizes to promote products and services to
international clientele.
In this publication, we offer a historical glimpse of completed
assignments; highlighting elements of what was involved. We also
discuss issues affecting business today and provide food for
thought.
Evolving Media & Design Inc. is an investment. Anchored in
tradition, evolving in the present, looking forward to the
future.
What can we do to help your business prosper?
Jeff Poissant, RGD
Senior Creative Director
And Media Specialist
Evolving Media & Design Inc.®
57 Gauthier St. Alexandria ON
Tel: 613-482-1159

Photography by Jeff Poissant
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Recognition that
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Should we still call
it a website?

NCSA Mosaic is believed to be the first
public website. It was launched in early 1994.

Can you imagine? Your Smart Phone has
a larger screen resolution.

Within two years, Evolving Media &
Design Inc. began developing educational
applications to be delivered through an
intranet. That client was the Federal
Government of Canada through a
subcontract with SkillsPlus Training and a
series of projects that lasted until the fall of
1998 or 1999.

For almost a quarter of a century now
we have designed all types of websites
or Marketing Portals for many kinds of
companies. During this time technology
has changed the what and the how of
everything we do. Of course, on the way to
great success are some memorable “couldhave-been” and “should-have-been” concepts
and initiatives. As we continue this journey
our idea of what a website is certainly
continues to change as well.

Those were exciting times as we were
pushing the envelope on what was possible
with a 800x600 pixel monitor.

Think of your online presence as a
marketing portal for your business or
your organization, a twenty-four-hour
business card, so-to-speak.
Your online presence is a dynamic sales
vehicle aimed at persuading potential clients
into buying your product or service. Now
let’s consider the essential part of your
Marketing Mix, the content.
Continued on page 23.

The Polished Tooth
Alexandria, Ontario
At Evolving Media & Design Inc.®, we’ve
had the pleasure of working with hundreds
of businesses and agencies in Canada
and abroad. Through those years we have
witnessed their failures, their successes, and
we continue to celebrate being a part of
their growth.
Every so often we come in contact with a
potential new client who has hit the wall
so-to-speak. Dramatically let-down by
another creative or agency. These situations
are always tough and the struggle real, as
we have to work at not only educating the
potential client but gaining their trust as
well.

SkilsPlus Training and Evolving Media produced an
online course for the Government of Canada Treasury
Board Secretariat in the late 1990’s.

Evolving Media designed and hosted the website for the
Organization of Military Museums of Canada in 2000.
Quite possibly one of the first e-commerce sites, people
where able to order merchandise.

Some situations have required trying to
retrieve a Domain name,
recreating a logo because the
creative refuses to provide
the original artwork, to
obtaining the working
files to an old website,
the list goes on.

7

In this situation, in the Spring of 2018, the
Polished Tooth was trying to retrieve their
website with the goal of transferring the
site to a new host provider to no avail.
Evolving Media’s assignment was to obtain
the previous content, rebuild the site, host
the service and register new domain names.
During the production phase, we read
through the text and noticed many errors or
omittances. We then contacted Niki at the
Polished Tooth to obtain more information
on what the clinic did and rewrote certain
sections, giving the written word a more
promotional edge. We then recreated the
site, making it responsive for mobile devices
and dynamic. The Polished Tooth provided
photos; we just edited them to improve
colour, contrast, remove reflections and
unwanted objects within the images.
We invite you to visit www.polishedtooth.ca
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Let’s talk about Social
Media Marketing
By Jeff Poissant

Social media is a catch-all term for sites
that may provide radically different social
actions. For instance:
Twitter is a social site designed to let
people share short messages or “updates”
with others, as you would when passing a
colleague in a corridor.
Facebook, on the other hand, is a fullblown social networking site that allows
you, to share updates, photos, video, join
an event, and a variety of activities. Similar
to chatting it up at the water cooler, a staff
party, or a family affair.
Instagram, which uses a visual metaphor
to communicate, is similar to trying to get
someone’s attention from across the street.
Since Facebook’s acquisition of Instagram,
the platform is changing, but too what!
These are only a few examples of the types
of Social Media available. As a business:
❍❍ Should Social Media be the only way to

promote your business? No.

❍❍ Should you ignore promoting your

business on Social Media? No.

❍❍ Can you promote your business for free

on Social Media? Yes, sort of.

9

These Social Media platforms have complete
control over the medium; you have to be
invited to join the discussion, and your
visual appeal is the same as everyone else neutral. To increase your reach, you need to
pay for advertising, which is geared to your
type of client within your area.
What happens when a potential client sees
your Ad, they will select it, look at it, then
do the research. That potential client will
look at your website, read your social media
profiles, look at your product and then
compare it to items found on Amazon. All
this in a matter of minutes.
Are your reaching your sales potential?
At Evolving Media we cannot guarantee that
you’ll increase your sales, no one can. But
we can improve the odds, with well written
promotional text, high-quality professional
photographs and an eye-catching visual
presence in print and on
the Internet.
Let’s talk.

Organization of Military
Museums of Canada
In 1999, Evolving Media was commissioned
to design the promotional material for
the Canadian Military History Conference
held at Ottawa University in 2000. At the
time, we had the pleasure of designing a
pewter clock, bookmarks, advertisements,
promotional posters, flyers, and handbags.
In 2001, Evolving Media was commissioned
to design the book cover for author Yves
Tremblay.

Evolving Media & Design Inc. Is fortunate
to have worked on some historical, oncein-a-lifetime projects. Seen by the public
and professionals around the world.

8

Why Hiring a Design Studio is
a positive investment

7

“Most important, you gain access to a
professional network of Trade Services,
where quality and exacting standards
are key.” — Jeff Poissant, RGD
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Automated
Building Systems
In 2003, Evolving Media was commissioned
to Illustrate a series of graphics for use
within a computer software application. The
illustrations were used as a key element of
an automated building system installed at
Forest Manor in Ottawa, Ontario.

The concept

The building superintendent or the owner
of the building could remotely login to the
web-based software and manage aspects
of the property. For instance, the landlord
could log in and see the temperature of the
air conditioning in the unit. If one unit’s AC
was too low, they could adjust it remotely.

❸ You’re trying to set your
business apart

MA

4

❶ Time

That clipart logo or canned flyer that looks
the same as ten of those twelve competitors
tell people you’re just not interested in your
product, service or business.

ST
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Five reasons why business owners and marketing directors should invest
in a design professional to develop their image; emphasize their brand and
enhance their marketing materials to set them apart from their competition.

❷

RE
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Why investing in the professional services of a digital, graphics and
communication design studio is the fitting choice?

“Unique marketing materials stand out,
The demands of running a business,
people will remember you.”
marketing your products or services,
studying your competition, can place
enormous pressure on business owners
❹ You want to keep your
and directors alike. With so many
look consistent
responsibilities, you still need to entice your
potential client to buy.
If you use different logos, select different
fonts and promote mixed messages
By commissioning Evolving Media & Design
everywhere, it’s going to be hard to look
Inc., you gain another perspective, learn
professional – never mind standing out in a
something extra about your competition,
potential customer’s mind.
complete that project and have it
commercially printed or launched on the
By investing in a professionally designed
Internet or social media.
logo for your business, your product, or
your
service, you look and seem more
Hiring a design studio
put together. Your brand should appear
is an Investment
consistent whether it’s an advertisement,
Do you have the time to learn Adobe
brochure, catalogue, your website, and even
InDesign or QuarkXPress? Learn file formats,
your
Facebook page.
specifications and colour theory? Even
still, are you willing to invest the time and
❺ Let our expertise guide you
money into learning the whole process?
Designers are creative, informative folks,
Time better served running your business
and we like to help our clients get the most
and gaining sales from prospective clients.
out of every project.
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Another scenario involved the windows
or even the lights. If a tenant left the
apartment and forgot to turn off the lights
or close a window when it rained, the tenant
could contact the superintendent, and the
issue was resolved remotely. This level of
access proved to be an essential element
of the Smart Building concept, enabling
building owners to manage their costs
through energy efficiency.
The Interface Module Design was a fun
project, and it further reflects the technical
knowledge and expertise of Jeff Poissant at
Evolving Media.
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Evolving Media offers
a range of business
services to enhance
your marketing and
communication needs.
From Graphic Design
to Photography, from
Video production to
Web Development
and Design, from Web
Hosting services to
the final print.
Serving Businesses
Since 1995.

The elephant in the room
By Jeff Poissant

EU General Data Protection
Regulation
The GDPR is the new Privacy regulation
created by the European Union. Its Directive
aims to regulate the processing and storage
of personal data of individuals within the
EU and EU member states such as Iceland,
Liechtenstein, and Norway. The GDPR is
designed to have a broader scope and
includes other significant changes that take
into account the current cyber security
landscape.
The most significant difference, a business
can no longer assume they have consent to
use, collect, and sell your personal data. The
business must now ask for authorization
to send e-mail, add their information to a
database, store their credit card information,
keep a history of past purchases, and send
them promotional material. This law goes
one step further; it gives the right of the
individual the ability to log in and change
the information you, as a business, are
allowed to keep on file or delete the record
altogether.
Now you might be wondering; my company
is in Canada, this new GDPR law doesn’t
affect me. Here is the catch, the GDPR law
that came into effect on May 25, 2018, does.
It’s a large troller net that encompasses
everyone that an EU citizen has contact.
The Law essentially follows a person around
whether at home or abroad. The GDPR Law
goes one step further and puts the onus
of an individuals security in the business’
hands. That means a business must have
an SSL Security Certificate, make regular
backups of the site, provide access to the
clients’ personal information, and allow
a client to delete or change any contact
information you may have on them.

You also have to inform the client how
you use “Cookies” on your site and any
information that may be collected and why.
Canada has it’s own Privacy laws and
the CAN-SPAM Act that came into force
on January 1, 2017, in addition to the
new Privacy laws enacted in the State of
California, and well... you get the idea.
Privacy is the utmost concern and the
security of and the handling of the data.

Resources

https://www.torys.com/insights/
publications/2018/06/how-will-the-eu-gdpraffect-canadian-businesses
https://www2.deloitte.com/ca/en/pages/
risk/articles/GDPR-and-Canadian-companies.
html
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Aliments Desautels Foods
HOT OFF THE PRESSES!

It’s a pleasure working with a new client.
Nestled in the heart of Glengarry, Aliments Desautels Foods Inc, is a Federally Incorporated
Meat Processing Plant in Green Valley, Ontario, Canada. Since the early inception of the
family farm in 1975, the Desautels family has weathered many changes both political and
business wise.
Their food processing business is more than a quarter century old, and Evolving Media has
the pleasure of developing and maintaining a newly launched Marketing Portal,
www.desautelsfoods.com.
Our assignment involved;
❍❍ Design and develop a new Marketing

❍❍ Work as a team during the content and

❍❍

❍❍ Introduce new concepts, such as

❍❍
❍❍
❍❍

Portal to promote the business
Interview family members within the
company in a journalistic style
Write all the promotional text throughout
the site
Take professional photos on location at
Desautels Foods
Create and develop the site so family
members can quickly add content

development stages

Renée’s Corner, to drive traffic to
the website

Launched Friday, July 27th, 2018.
We invite you to visit;
www.desautelsfoods.com
Evolving Media Chronicles
2018 Edition | Volume Two

Half a century and counting
For more than eight years, Evolving Media
provided web hosting services for Larkin
Storage & Retail Equipment Inc., formerly
Premiere Wire. In 2016, we were approached
to photograph employees working in
different aspects of the manufacturing
facility. These images would later be used
within the a new website that Evolving
Media designed, developed and launched
June 2018.

The assignment required Evolving Media
& Design Inc. to take additional photos
within the manufacturing facility, do
research on their industry and competition,
write promotional text to attract new
clientele, and design a new responsive
Marketing Portal with the goal of adding
an e-commerce presence in the near future.
Since Evolving Media already hosted their
previous site, this was the perfect extension.

Larkin Storage & Retail Equipment Inc. is
celebrating over half a century in business,
that’s a lot of wire. It provided the perfect
opportunity to rebrand the company as
Larkin Storage & Retail Equipment Inc and
start the second phase of their journey.

We invite you to visit www.larkinco.ca.
Let us know what you think.

Losing Sleep over a
negative review?

By Jeff Poissant

In 2016, Evolving Media wrote an article
for Kitchen’s On Wheels Canada to address
the issue of negative reviews written by
unscrupulous people on Social Media. We
addressed the issue of fake news and the
#METOO movement and how it affects
business. Now we’re 2018, and we decided to
discuss this topic once again, with part two
of our conversation.
In the age of social media, where everyone
wants and needs to be heard, looking for
their 15 minutes of fame. It can be difficult
to weed out factual news articles, even more,
difficult to determine if the review you just
read, is legitimate.
You didn’t buy that widget you wanted
because of a negative review placed by a
bored, ten-year-old, at home.
We live in a time where there are no filters,
and everything is instant.

Mark Zuckerberg, Chief Executive Officer
and founder of Facebook, the largest
Social Media platform to date, recently
acknowledged that many news articles
that people share on Facebook are
fake. Granted, he seems to think the
percentage is small, but he has no idea
what the actual number is.
Mark Zuckerberg Addresses Fake News On
Facebook November 19, 2016, at 5:21 PM ET
NPR
Same holds true with websites that allow
the general public to post comments, write
bad reviews, slander a company, without
fact-checking. The provider of the site
assumes no responsibility, conducts little or
no followups, and has no journalists on staff
to weed out the noise. What’s worse, no one
can get in touch with the owners of these
websites.

In another, more recent event;

Wendy’s Serves Up A Takedown Of A
Twitter Troll January 3, 2017, at 7:47 pm
EST. The Huffington Post Canada
Someone on Twitter claimed that Wendy’s
Restaurants do not use fresh meat, only
frozen. Wendy’s Restaurant Corporate, shut
them down, by reinforcing the founder’s
belief.

What is a company to do?

Serve them the best dish, give them proper
service, be polite, and make sure to get paid.
The third step. This one is important. Do not
panic.

http://adage.com/article/digital/seanparker-worries-facebook-rotting-children-sbrains/311238/

Take a deep breath, sip some wine, have a
beer, or enjoy a nice cup of Espresso coffee
or tea. Negative feedback is a part of life,
and it’s not the end of the world. Nothing
great was built in a day and success involves
a few bumps on the road. If you live in
Quebec, well potholes.

“Sean Parker, the billionaire early
Facebook investor and Napster founder,
says Mark Zuckerberg knowingly created
a monster with addictive social media.
Parker, speaking at an Axios event,
pulled back the curtain on Facebook’s
early days, saying it was designed to
consume people.

As you work on your business or your
organization, what steps do you take to
filter out the “Bad Reviews” and the “noise.”

Part Two of Losing Sleep over
a negative review

The first step, acknowledge that it’s
impossible to avoid a “Bad Review,”
even more impossible to prevent “false
claims” by a disgruntled employee,
an angry customer, your competition,
who may be afraid of your success or
who aim to tear you down.

Part two of this article was never published
until now... we’re continuing our discussion
on how to deal with “Bad Reviews.”

Ask yourself, what do
you do?

Do you arm yourself to the teeth with
Lawyers, and go after every bad review
you receive? Not likely, you wouldn’t be in
business for long as your earnings would go
to paying for the Lawyers new car, or their
vacation to Hawaii.
Relax, take a deep breath.
The second step is to acknowledge that it is
impossible to please everyone.
The fact of the matter is this: likes, dislikes,
and the accompanying opinions are
subjective. No matter how much information
you provide a client or how smoothly you
operate, someone will be unhappy; do your
best. Try to answer the questions to the best
of your ability, stay positive, maintain a
friendly stance and treat every customer as
a new customer.

For example:

And all this time everyone thought that
Facebook was designed to enable people to
communicate with each other.
Nope, all the sharing and liking were used
as a drug to get people hooked on checking
Facebook non-stop.

After all, there is a reason that
you decided to go into business
for yourself, to be your own boss.
It obviously wasn’t for the freedom!
Was it?

“How do we consume as much of
your time and conscious attention
as possible,” said Parker, referring

Focus on your goals

“God only knows what it’s doing to our
children’s brains,” Parker said.

Every morning remember why you
are doing this, remember what
it is that you are trying to provide. The
product, the service. Whether it’s hot apple
pie, that mom used to make, selling that hot
new solar-powered power drill or providing
tech support to your clients. It’s important
to stay true to your objectives as both a
business and an individual.
When receiving or hearing about that
negative review, there is a sudden urge to
micromanage or to enact drastic changes.
Micromanaging can be self-destructive,
time-consuming, and ultimately, a
significant distraction as you lose focus on
what you’re supposed to be doing, running
your business. Think about it; this is what
your competitors want; they want you to
fail. Unfortunately, Social Media, in a way,
ensures a form of isolation.

to Facebook’s earliest mission.

The candid interview wasn’t the first
time a Silicon Valley insider had sounded
the alarm on the digital dangers of
social media and the internet. However,
in light of the mass disinformation
dump on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
YouTube and everywhere online during
the recent presidential election, the
real-world consequences have become far
more clearer and frightening.”
Published on November 09, 2017.
By Garett Sloane.
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A negative review?
Do your due diligence.

Before you reply to a negative review, do
your research, ask questions. Read the
bad review, circulate it around your staff
members, tear it apart, and as mentioned
before, ask questions. Try to think of the
circumstances and the reasons this review
was given to prepare a response. Look at the
details, is the information provided in the
online review too precise? Meaning, would a
client know the actual numbers, would they
know your recipe? For example.
Do not wait too long to respond.
Timing is always a key factor. There is an old
saying that goes, tackle something while it
is fresh in one’s mind. The faster a negative
review is addressed, the more manageable
the discussion. Make information available,
clear up any possible misunderstandings,
and reply to any initial inquiries. A negative
review can quickly be turned around with
a quick response. Customer service shows
professionalism and integrity.

What happens when someone
writes a review you knew
nothing about?

It’s outdated; the publisher will not write a
retraction, or even allow you to refute the
claims.

Not knowing about a negative review
can place you in a precarious situation,
it’s difficult, but it does happen. Do you
remember in our earlier article how I
mention that a lot of the news posted on
the Internet, is deemed fake? So read the
review with a grain of salt, if it is indeed,
really bad or damaging, then address it, even
if it is outdated and post it in a forum on
your website, on Social Media, or have it in
a booklet by the cash register. Include the
authors name, the publication, the date, and
provide hard evidence that the comments
made are false.
For example, if you serve 2000 hotdogs in a
week, and only one person has complained,
what does that say. Back the comment with
hard facts, a smart client will be able to see
through the fog and the noise. These are the
types of clients, which in the end, you want,
successful people.

Did you know that listening is
a vital skill set?

Customer reviews come in many different
flavours today. From the written text to
nothing but acronyms, to the modern day
style of hieroglyphics, the Emoji. You’ll have
days where you’ll read a review, and you’ll
find that you can manage a reply. Other
times you’ll read a review and second guess
yourself.
In some cases you can establish contact, if
that is an option, do not be alarmed if the
response is not as warm and fuzzy as you
might expect. This parts very important,
listen, do not judge the person, but at the
same time do not ignore the client or the
situation.
Ignoring a negative review does not make it
go away; in hindsight, it may make things
worse.

Ask the necessary questions;
even if it makes you feel
uncomfortable

Remember in English class when your
teacher always said keep your questions
open-ended. Well, here we go again, it’s
important to ask questions where you can
get the information you want.
Here are a few examples:
“What do you think we should do?”
“Why do you think a (service, product, or
dish) didn’t work?”
Asking for specifics will help you understand
the feedback clearly and weed out that
bored ten-year-old boy.

Take Responsibility and own
the conversation.
With a common goal in mind, you
have provided your client with more
information and listened to what
your client has to say. Now what?
How do you turn a bad review
into a positive one?

Don’t make excuses and don’t be afraid to
admit you were wrong.
If your apology is sincere, the more credible
you’ll be in your client’s mind.

Remember loyal customers
care about your success.

Customers who bought your poutine, for
example, did so under the promise that
despite substituting the cheese, the taste
and quality would be the same. These loyal
customers received a shock and openly took
it upon themselves to voice their opinion.

It is the same for every
business.
Case in point:
In 1985 The Coca-Cola Company replaced the
original formula of its flagship soft drink,
Coca-Cola (also called Coke), and introduced
New Coke, which didn’t have a separate
name of its own, it was merely known as
“the new taste of Coca-Cola” until 1992 when
it was officially renamed Coke II.
However, the public’s reaction to the change
was adverse, even hostile, and the new
cola was a major marketing failure. The
subsequent, rapid reintroduction of Coke’s
original formula (the original formula was
re-branded as “Coca-Cola Classic” and was
put in the market within three months of
New Coke’s debut) resulted in a significant
gain in sales. This led to speculation that
the introduction of the New Coke formula
was just a marketing ploy; however, the
company has always maintained it was a
genuine attempt to replace the original
product.
New Coke was on the market in the United
States for only a short period, but it remains
influential as a cautionary tale against
tampering too extensively with a
well-established and successful
brand. It was discontinued
internationally in July 2002.
Why is this example important.
Consider this, if someone has
gone out of their way to leave

You are responsible
for your actions.

CCAL

a negative review, turn that negative into
a positive one. You’ll still have to solve
the problem, or at the very least, oust a
competitor, if it turns out to be Corporate
espionage.
When a grievance is legitimate, all you have
to do is solve the problem. In business,
we must remember that we must learn
at every opportunity; you can only
wear so many hats before something slips
through. Pay attention, make necessary
changes and use it as a chance to improve
your business model.
“Now offering new red colour sneakers with
white souls.”
Clients will appreciate a business that’s
willing to adapt to their needs and
acknowledge changes you’ve made. At the
end of the day, by leaving a negative review,
the client has given you a chance to improve.
Learn to excel at customer service, whether
or not the review is justified.
Letting someone know they’ve forced
you to make changes can go a long way
in cementing long-term support for you
and your company.
Find that happy place.
Imagine a world without negative feedback.
You would have no way of knowing how to
improve; there would be a complete lack of
customer interaction. No matter how terrible
a review, or how arduous the customer,
think of the rewards that come with staying
positive. Sometimes merely accepting your
shortcomings and doing the best with what
you have is enough.
Consider this; chances are you’re not Target
Stores in Canada or Volkswagen for that
matter.
At the end of the day remember to treat
yourself. Have you ever left a negative
review? If so, how do you feel the business
handled it?
Written by Jeff Poissant, RGD
Edited by Kevin Burns
Evolving Media Chronicles
2018 Edition | Volume Two

Above all else, listening
is our greatest
strength.

Should We Still Call
It A Website?
Continued from Page 6.

Your Marketing portal should be dynamic
and interactive. It should enable your
potential client to find themselves in an
important conversation with you.

Let’s break this list of
requirements down.

Think of it: Your online presence is your

Easy! I have an expensive smart phone so
why shouldn’t I be able to take a photo or
video and post any image that I like? You
certainly can and would never say otherwise.

retail space. You have your street address
with, most likely, a unit number (Your
Domain Name). You are the keyholder and
the keys that open your doors are your Web
Hosting. You have enough space to design
the way your retail space will look in the
form of your website. You add your checkout
counter, cash register (E-Commerce Solution),
various departments, retail shelving for
the most effective display of your products
or services. Oh yes, and let’s not forget
your sales staff skilled in informing every
potential client why they should or could
buy from you. This concept holds true
whether you’re selling a single product or
service, or thousands.

Your Marketing Portal achieves a few
significant goals;
❍❍ It helps cement your brand,
❍❍ It makes it easier for a potential client to

buy,

❍❍ It is conveniently open when a potential

client needs you,

❍❍ It is available anywhere in the world,
❍❍ It is a Marketing Portal that enables a

live, friendly, public conversation.

❍❍ What then is the most crucial ingredient

in any Marketing Portal?

Content! Content! Content!

What should Be included?

Professional photographs, well-written
copy-edited text, quality video and audio,
immersive colours and effective and
engaging design. The goal of the content
and the way it is presented is to drum up an
open conversation.

Photographs

However, here is the thing: not all
photographs are equal, no matter how much
we might like them. Your marketing portal
must provide a very clear reason why any
potential client should buy your product or
service. Investing in quality, professional
photographs and video will make a tangible
difference to your bottom line. It’s a
worthwhile investment. Further, when
you use a professional photographer, the
resulting photos can also be used for print
media. Think utility AND enduring quality.

Video

The most effective way to tell your story
takes less than a minute, though 30 seconds
would be preferable. You already have a
whole lot of “favourites” – videos that you
remember, that caught your attention. The
video on your site can do the same thing for
your actual and potential clients.

Promotional text

Your promotional text needs to capture your
potential clients’ imagination. Starting with
small fragments of information to draw
them in and, quickly entice a potential
client to look further and then purchase
your product or services. This method of
writing is different from an informational
or technical viewpoint. Engaging. A story
with an engaging opening – an invitation to
consider – and a very satisfying ending: a
confirmed purchase!
Written by Jeff Poissant,
Edited by Kevin Burns

Evolving Media & Design Inc.
is an investment. Anchored
in tradition, evolving in the
present, looking forward to
the future.

“Jeff at Evolving Media is fantastic to work
with. He is attentive and diligent in his
work. He gets the job done very quickly.

design: our core business

Warmly with Smiles,”

At Evolving Media, we focus on client/team
collaboration, offering a range of business
services to enhance your marketing and
communication needs. From Graphic Design
to Photography, from Video production to
Web Development and Design, from Web
Hosting services to the final print.

Catherine (Niki) | 2018

Serving Businesses Since 1995.
Typical uses of design include:
❍❍ Identity (logos, branding, stationery,
signs)
❍❍ Products (product packaging, labels,
video)
❍❍ Publications (magazines, newspapers,
books, trade journals)
❍❍ Marketing (print advertisements, posters,
website design, presentations, video)
❍❍ Entertainment (theatre, musicians in all
genres, including symphony orchestras)
❍❍ Multilingual (Various projects in French,
English, Polish, Russian, Farsi and more)
❍❍ Exhibit Marketing (Trade show banner
signs and booths, POP Displays)

Choose the
Evolving Media
advantage

We are super happy with our new website
look and all the hard work he has done for
us.

“Jeff, thank you for all the efforts
designing and posting the posters around
town and on the Chamber website,
e-mailing the membership and passing it
on to other organizations.”
Best Regards
Andreas | 2010
“I want to take this opportunity to thank
you and your company for the incredible
brochure that you created for our company.
We have received so many compliments
from everyone who has seen the
brochure and we expect it to contribute
significantly to our marketing campaign.
I really appreciate your special attention
to detail, your creativeness and your
professionalism. It was a real pleasure to
have worked with you and your team and
I look forward to hiring you for all our
graphic design needs.
Once again thank you for providing us
with a finished product that surpassed
our expectations and that we can proudly
distribute to our present and future
customers and business associates.
Yours Truly
Harvey | 2008

Professional
Commercial
and Industrial
Photography
Jeff Poissant, RGD, owner of
Evolving Media have provided
photographic services to businesses,
government, non-profits, and
industry for more than 20 years.
Call us at 613-482-1159 for a free
estimate or visit our website.
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Evolving Media & Design Inc.®
C/O Jeff Poissant, RGD
57 Gauthier Street,
Alexandria, ON, K0C 1A0
Tel: 613.482.1159
thestudio@evolvingmedia.com

